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Objectius  

 Discover the process of the milk from the very beginning. 

 Find out what happens when milk is spoiled through the experimentation. 

 Solve mathematic challenges related with milk and dairy products. 

 Learn how to work cooperatively as a group using the assigned rols. 

 

Descripció de la proposta  

This unit about milk is thought to introduce students into the milk world from the very moment 

the cow takes grass until we buy milk dairy products in the supermarket. 

They will learn the whole milk production process, the parts of a cow’s stomach, the way milk 

goes off... And they will also have to solve math challenges related to dairy products. 

 

Aspectes didàctics i metodològics  

This unit about milk gives students the chance to learn how to work cooperatively promoting 

the interaction between them. Moreover, it gives students the opportunity to discover and 

enhance their own abilities. The dynamism in each session, the attractive materials and the 

visual supports provided makes it a motivating and vibrant project. The activities planned, 

encourage students to overcome their fear to express themselves in English. 

 

Recursos emprats  

The project includes many visual supports to make the comprehension much easier such as 

interesting words posters (with all the difficult words and structures worked in all the sessions).  

It also includes many activities using programs such as: kahoot, edpuzzle, answergarden, 

chulkup… 

 

 

 

Videos used: 
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HOW COWS MAKE MILK from dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy 

 

HOW MUCH MILK DOES A COW MAKE, from AndyTV (youtube) 

 

 

Continguts, competències i processos que es treballen de forma destacada  

 

 Use of strategies in order to be able to maintain a correct oral interaction. 

 Produce easy texts with the help of visual and language supports. 

 Use of programs and applications to help students to visualize and organize the 

knowledge on the topic, to help them construct their own knowledge, search for 

information, learning to be critic and prudent… 

 Lear how to work cooperatively through group activities.  

 

Alumnat a qui s’adreça especialment  

The project has been planned for 6th grade students. 

 

Interdisciplinarietat, transversalitat, relacions amb l’entorn 

This unit has a global approach avoiding to separate different areas combining the different 

academic disciplines with the objective to integrate them in a single activity. 

 

Students will have to face and solve mathematic challenges, at the same time they will have to 

make observation and experimentation, written expressions, oral expositions, use of different 

ICT Tools… 

 

Documents adjunts:  

All the materials and documents can be found at: 

 

HOW DO COWS MAKE MILK PROJECT. 

 

 

Autoria 

This unit about  milk has been created and developed by Alexandra Coromina Chacón, Ana 

Valeros and Jasmina Abdela Feixas from “l’Escola Gaspar de Queralt, d’Amer” as the final 

project of the course GEP1. 
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